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Let's make Finland
the world's best

place for voluntary
activity!

Introduction

This guide is for the volunteers of
Citizen Forum. If you have not yet
participated in the volunteer work of
Citizen Forum, this guide will help you
decide what kind of volunteering
would be suitable for you. It will also
help you consider how to combine
volunteering with your current
situation in life. If you are already
familiar with volunteering, this guide
will give you a good run-through of
the practices of our voluntary activity
and some new ideas.
 
Voluntary work is important because
it is good for the well-being of people
and the welfare of the whole society.
In addition to this, it increases mutual
confidence. Volunteers can make a
difference in everyday life but also on
a broader societal level.
 
We want every Finnish person to have
the opportunity to participate in
voluntary work and get a feeling of
personal well-being and social
inclusion in the process.
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Citizen Forum

Citizen Forum is a nationwide non-
profit organization. We advance
voluntary activity everywhere in
Finland among other things in the
following way:
 

3.  We organize campaigns and
events, such as Volunteer of the
year, International Volunteer Day,
Volunteer fair and Global Peer
Support Celebration day, to
promote voluntary and peer
activity.
 
 
 
4.   We write about voluntary
activity and publish an online
magazine called WebArena.

1.  We contribute to society
together with over one hundred of
our                                        in order
to voluntary activity to have as
much societal support as
possible.
 
2.  We bring together voluntary
activity coordinators' 
(site in Finnish) that operates
already in 32 localities. It offers
support and training for the
development of voluntary activity.
One can find volunteering tasks
from the online site Hiiop100.fi
that we admin.                             

Make an appointment:
 

044 972 0754
info@kansalaisareena.fi

 
Sturenkatu 11, 3rd floor,

Helsinki
5

member associations

Valikkoverkosto

https://www.hiiop100.fi/
http://www.kansalaisareena.fi/tietoa-meista/jasenet/
http://www.kansalaisareena.fi/tietoa-meista/valikkoverkosto/


Strategy and values

Vision:
 Finland is the world's best place
for voluntary activity.
 

Citizen Forum is a societal
influencer of voluntary activity in
Finland.
 
We create conditions for the
growth and quality improvement
of voluntary activity. We improve
the accessibility, multiformity,
innovativeness and visibility of the
Finnish voluntary activity.
 
Voluntary work is important
because it is good for the well-
being of people and the welfare of
the whole society. In addition to
this, it increases mutual
confidence.
 

Mission:

Values:
 Responsibility – we keep our
promises, evaluate the effects of
our actions and take responsibility
for the things said and done.
 
Courage – we experiment and try
out different things, reform and
make good use of opportunities.
 
Transparency – we are honest, we
share information and make it
easier to participate in our
activities. 
 
Doing things together –we work
with joy and in a communal way.
 
Equality – we arrange equal
opportunity to participate, value
multiformity and intervene in
discrimination.

 
Read the whole strategy here (in
Finnish)
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It is easy to start – one does
not need any special skills for
most of the volunteering tasks.
Both introverts and extroverts
can find suitable tasks.
Many of the tasks can be done
remotely as well.

You will get an opportunity to
carry out your own ideas.
You will improve your skills and
learn to recognize your
strengths.
You will get feedback and a
certificate of voluntary work.
You will help us make Finland
the world's best place for
voluntary activity.

Why choose Citizen
Forum?
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Sign up for
volunteering tasks

As a bloggerAs a blogger

 As a video maker As a video maker

As a helper at events As a helper at events

As a promoter at
a stand

As a promoter at
a stand

As a graphic
designer

As a graphic
designer
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Contact us:
044 972 0754

marjo.salmela@
kansalaisareena.fi

Fill in this form

Path to volunteering
When you are about to start
volunteering, you can go through
these following questions:

What skills do I have?
What do I want to learn more
about?
What is the thing I want to
work for?
How much time do I want to
spend on volunteering?

If you want to advance voluntary
activity and social inclusion, and
do voluntary work flexibly, Citizen
Forum is the right place for you.
 
A majority of our events are held
in the Helsinki metropolitan area.
However, in many
communications tasks you can do
voluntary work remotely. You can
also sign up as a volunteer for
local events – we offer the
materials and instructions. From
your home region you can help us
reach people from all over the
country.

Here are two ways to start
volunteering for Citizen Forum: 

Fill in this form and tell a little bit
about yourself and your wishes
or
Contact us:
marjo.salmela@kansalaisareena.fi
0449720754

A staff member, who is
responsible for voluntary activity,
will be in contact with you to get
to know you more and agree on
volunteering tasks with you.
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We appreciate
your time

How much time would you like to
spend on advancing voluntary activity?

1–4 hours:
 You can do posts on social

media about events and
campaigns
You can hand out brochures
about events
You can write a short
translation
You can take pictures at an
event
You can help at an event

4–8 hours:
 You can write a short piece to

our online magazine,
WebArena
You can translate a longer text
or even multiple ones
You can train to become a
helper at the Volunteer fair

8 hours +
You can write a report that will
help us to advance voluntary
activity
You can write a longer piece or
multiple pieces to our online
magazine, WebArena
You can make good use of
something you can do! Our
volunteers have for example:

o   filmed and edited videos
 
o   produced graphical materials
 
o   done interview studies
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Rights and obligations

In principle, it is not obligatory to
make a volunteer agreement when
starting volunteering for Citizen
Forum. However, it is good to be
familiar with the common
principles that concern both the
volunteer and the provider of
voluntary activities.
 
Employees are responsible for
coordinating the activities at
Citizen Forum. Volunteers support
the activities by expressing their
opinions, spreading the message
of Citizen Forum, using their skills
and helping at the events, and
bringing good atmosphere to
them.
 
Citizen Forum organizes training
for volunteers, if needed. You can
always contact the contact person
of volunteers if you have
something on your mind or you
need help with your tasks.

Receive training 
Receive support and guidance
Commit to the activities for as
long as it is suitable for them
Refuse to take on an offered
volunteering task
Quit volunteering if they wish
to do so
Have the activities bring joy
and well-being into their lives

Work sober
Follow the obligation of
confidentiality 
Remember that they are
representing Citizen Forum and
its values while volunteering
Hold up to their promises 
Inform if an obstacle occurs
Follow the rules that have been
agreed together
Look after their own well-being
Inform if they want to quit
volunteering

Volunteers have a
right to:

Volunteers have
an obligation to:
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Practical advice

Citizen Forum can compensate
you for your travelling expenses
that come from travelling between
your home and the place where
you do volunteer work. You can
get expenses compensations also
if you need to buy equipment for
volunteering or if you need to
make a lot of phone calls. You
must always agree on travelling
and other expenses
compensations in advance with an
employee of Citizen Forum.
Please keep your receipts in a
safe place to get expenses
compensations.

Insurance

Activities on social
media

Expenses
compensations

Citizen Forum has insured its
volunteers against accidents. The
insurance is valid at the location
where volunteering takes place for
as long as volunteering is taking
place. In addition to this, the
insurance covers the direct
journey to the location.

Citizen Forum represents
voluntary and peer activity on
social media. We encourage our
volunteers to take part in the
discussion and give rise to it as
well. We wish that our volunteers
act credibly, responsibly and with
common sense on social media. If
you encounter inappropriate
critique or false information about
Citizen Forum or voluntary activity,
please contact the executive
director of Citizen Forum.

There is a zero tolerance policy for
discrimination and harassment in
the activities and at the events of
Citizen Forum. Volunteers that
work at events receive a training
that prepares them to act in
incidents concerning
discrimination or harassment. If
you notice inappropriate behavior
at one of our events, please let an
employee of Citizen Forum know
about it immediately.

Inappropriate
behavior
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